NEW WITS USER INTERFACE (WITS BETA)
Why the Change

- First step in FEI’s plan to upgrade legacy WITS framework to newer technology (EA)

- Newer, standardized technology will allow for added functionality and help ensure the longevity of the WITS project
WITS URL’s

WITS Prime

https://idaho-mountain.witsweb.org
https://idaho-pacific.witsweb.org

WITS Beta

https://beta-idaho-mountain.witsweb.org
https://beta-idaho-pacific.witsweb.org
Login Screen

Your username, Password, and PIN are the same for both the WITS Prime and WITS Beta site.
System Alerts

System alerts are now color coded at the top of the page.

Blue – Informational

Yellow – Warning

Red – Error

WITS Prime

WITS Beta
The Actions column has been moved from the right side of the screen to the left side, and is now represented by the pencil icon. The options will appear when you move your cursor over the icon.
Date Fields

Date fields now contain a date picker which gives the user the ability to bring up a calendar from which the user can select the appropriate date.
Text Fields

Free form text field can now be adjusted to various sizes by clicking on the bottom right hand corner and dragging the field to the desired size. The field will return to the default size when the user clicks Save or leaves the screen.
The Generate Report Icon has been moved down and to the right.
Printable View has been replaced with Snapshot. The Icon has been moved down and to the right.

WITS Prime

WITS Beta
Changing Facilities

Facilities can now be changes by clicking on the Location at the top of the page. Users can continue to change facilities by going into My Settings as before if they wish.
Dropdown Fields

Many dropdown fields now have the ability to narrow the list by typing part of the value that you are looking for, rather than having to scroll through the whole list to find the desired value.
The Medline Plus icon has been moved under the dropdown to the left of Logout.
Contact the DBH WITS HelpDesk
(208) 332-7316
Toll free: (844) 726-7493
DBHWITSHD@dhw.idaho.gov